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New Powers of the Treasury of Russia

The Current Situation in the area of Systematization and Coding of Information in the Socio-Economic Sphere (1)

Prerequisites:

At present, practically in all socioeconomic spheres transformations have either been carried out or are being carried out at the moment. Such transformations assume maintenance and utilization of all-Russia classifiers, registries, and other information resources, including also by means of information technologies for the purpose of improving living standards for citizens, performance of entrepreneurial activities, and also optimization of processes in general government.

Such spheres might include provision of public services in electronic form, state registration of various rights, for example, property rights, state registration of various legal status of objects or subjects of legal relations, for example, registration of legal entities, registration of Charters of municipal unit formations, etc.

As a result a large number of information flows appeared, which contain information on objects and significant difficulties in the field of information management and difficulties related to structuring of such information.

The Current Situation in the area of Systematization and Coding of Information in the Socio-Economic Sphere (2)

Key problems:

- Various information resources duplicate information on the same objects/subjects of legal relations. At the same time there is neither link between information resources, nor exchange of data on objects or subjects of legal relations, and the composition, structure and coding of the above mentioned data differ substantially among public governing bodies that are owners of information resources;
- In a whole range of socio-economic spheres there are absolutely no information resources with data on objects / subjects of legal relations that is needed to provide for high quality interaction of legal entities and individuals with state governing bodies and also between state governing bodies as such.

Consequences:

- Inconsistency and loss of timeliness of data in various information resources;
- Frequent duplication of actions taken by state authorities in connection with entering data in information resources and redundancy of procedures related to the need to verify source documents from applicants;
- Impossibility of common identification of objects / subjects of legal relations in different information systems;
- Significant rise in price of operation of information systems.

Exercise by the Treasury of Russia of new authorities related to interdepartmental coordination in the sphere of systematization and coding of information is meant to resolve existing problems improving significantly the quality of public governance and interaction between the state, citizens and legal entities.
Main Stages of Reforming the Sphere of Systematization and Coding of Information in Socio-Economic Areas

**Mission:** improving the quality of interaction of the state with physical persons and legal entities, and also interaction of public bodies with each other.

**Means of achievement:** formation of a comprehensive regulatory and legal base that regulates issues of systematization and coding of information in the Russian Federation, and also creation of the unified information environment in the sphere of systematization and coding of information.

**Main Stages:**

**I Stage – 2014 - 2015.**
1. Concepts of the Methodology for systematization and coding of information approved by the Government of the RF;
2. Approval of the Concept of creating the unified information environment in the sphere of systematization and coding of information;
3. Approval of the Concept of the unified information system of administrative division;
4. Elaboration of proposals related to creation of the population register;
5. Adoption of the Decree of the Government of the RF on the procedure for maintenance of classifiers, registers and other information resources;
6. Ensuring on the federal level of adoption of regulatory and legal acts in connection with the Decree of the Government of the RF on the procedure for maintenance of classifiers, registers and other information resources;
7. Ensuring on the federal level of adoption of regulatory and legal acts for the purpose of excluding excessive requirements to applicants concerning duplication of information and documentation in cases when they (documents and information) have already been submitted to other public governing bodies;
8. Elaboration and making changes in regulatory and legal acts in connection with adoption of the new All-Russian Classifier of Types of Economic Activities 2 and All-Russian Classifier of Products by Types of Activities 2;
9. Creation of the unified information environment in the sphere of systematization and coding of information with coverage of at least 70% of information resources of the federal level.

**II Stage – 2015 - 2016**
1. Adoption of the new Federal Law that regulates issues of systematization and coding of information at all levels of the RF;
2. Ensuring at all levels of the RF of adoption of regulatory and legal acts in connection with the new Federal Law that regulates issues of systematization and coding of information;
3. Ensuring at all levels of the RF of adoption of regulatory and legal acts for the purpose of excluding excessive requirements to applicants concerning duplication of information and documents in cases when they (documents and information) have already been submitted to other public governing bodies (local self-governing bodies);
4. Creation of the unified information environment in the sphere of systematization and coding of information with coverage of at least 70 per cent of information resources of all levels of the RF;
5. Bringing indicators of item 9 of the first stage up to 95 per cent.

---

**Progress achieved during the period September 2013 – May 2014**

**Current results:**

- 1. In the Federal Treasury an Office has been established for systematization and classification of information in the socio-economic sphere.
- 2. A Sub-Commission has been established on systematization and coding of information in the framework of the Governmental Commission for Utilization of Information Technologies for Improving the Living Standards and Conditions for Maintenance of Entrepreneurial Activities..
- 3. The Concept of the methodology for systematization and coding of information and also for improving and updating all-Russian classifiers, registers and information resources has been approved by Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 793-r of May 10, 2014.
- 4. Interdepartmental interaction has been arranged, and elaboration of new versions of All-Russian Classifiers of Types of Activities 2 and All-Russian Classifiers of Products by Types of Activities 2 has been provided for.
In the framework of preparing the Concept of the Methodology for Systematization and Coding of Information and Execution of the Action Plan* 

The action plan for forming the methodology for systematization and coding of information and also for improving and updating all-Russian classifiers, registers and information resources approved by the Government of the RF of August 10, 2013, No. AD-P 10-5806

The most recent Key Performance Indicators (KPI) (Q 1 of 2014)

KPI 1: Approval of the Concept of the Methodology by the Government of the Russian Federation

KPI 2: Elaboration and adoption of the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation on the procedure for creating, maintaining, changing and applying all-Russian classifiers, registers and other information resources

KPI 3: Elaboration and coordination with the federal bodies of executive authorities of the Concept of the unified environment in the sphere of systematization and coding of information

Q I of 2014

The Concept of the unified environment in the sphere of systematization and coding of information is currently being developed.

The Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation is currently being developed.

Has been approved by Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 793-r of May 10, 2014
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